AlkaViva Athena (JS205) Combo Pack
Also Known as Jupiter Athena
Combo Pack Includes
•
•

1 ea Alkaviva Sediment Filter, and
1 ea .01 M Biostone Filter (MUF)

Biostone Filter
The .01 micron Bistone Filter is a highly
effective multi-layered filter with layers of
silver activated carbon, fiber and calcium.
Far Infrared Technology (FIR) Breakthrough
technology is incorporated in your Jupiter
Water Ionizer with the use of "FIR in your
filter. This comes in the form of the semiprecious mineral Tourmaline which emits low
frequency energy to soften and wetten water prior to ionization. This process allow for
better ionizing and more antioxidant energy in every glass. Biostone one micron (.01M)
granulated, silver-impregnated carbon filter.
The .01 Micron standard filter includes layers of coral calcium with magnesium and
Tourmaline. The coral calcium is Japanese premium grade and comes from
environmentally approved land deposits. The coral calcium not only helps to slightly remineralize the water but also naturally sweetens the water and changes volatile fluorine
molecules into a benign compound (calcium fluoride).
The tourmaline in this patented, state-of-the-art filter really makes a difference to the
ability of the water to carry an ionized charge naturally. As the water passes over the
tourmaline crystals the ORP is naturally decreased and the water made more bioavailable. What this means is if water passes through your Jupiter - even with the power
turned off - the water will come out more ionized!
Sediment Filter
This new Sediment Shield Filter: is only for use in the Jupiter Athena, Model JS205,
water Ionizer. It will not fit in the Miracle Fountain. This improved sediment removal filter
is 1 Micron; Fiber filled, and designed to remove particles 5 times smaller than the
original filter. The sediment filter occupies position #1 in your Athena (inside the left filter
housing door).When installing the filter, press the reset button to move the counter to
zeros. The carbon filter should be replaced when the digital display reads 9999, after
approximately 500 gallons have run through the filter. Each filter includes an adapter
that can be used with early Athena Models, prior to August 2009, as a replacement for
the filter cup used in those machines. Machines purchase subsequent to that date does
not require the adapter.
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